Using databases
Databases are online collections of academic journal articles, conference papers and other research
publications. They’re designed to help people undertake literature reviews, and offer a range of
powerful search features. They also give you options to save and export your results (eg to Endnote
and bibTeX).
The University Library subscribes to many specialist subject databases. Useful databases for Physics
& Astronomy include:
Web of Science
Scopus
Dimensions
arXiv
You can find out more about databases and literature searching on the Library’s guide for Physics &
Astronomy: https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/idlt/subject/physicsastronomy

Web of Science
You can use Web of Science to search thousands of journals, conference papers, patents, datasets
and book chapters from all academic fields including science, engineering and medicine. It covers
more content than StarPlus and offers more sophisticated search options than Google Scholar, so it’s
good for doing a thorough, precise search of the literature.
You can search for Web of Science (or any other database we subscribe to) on the University
webpages…

This should open a web page with some information about Web of Science and training materials to
help you use it. Click Connect to Web of Science.

Web of Science is actually a collection of smaller databases – by default Web of Science will search
them all at once. However, we’d recommend changing the drop down menu from ‘All Databases’ to
‘Web of Science Core Collection’ as this will give you more options when it comes to exporting your
results (eg: to bibTeX).
You may miss out some results relating to biology and healthcare using the core collection however,
so if you’re interested in these areas you can search All Databases instead.

There are various search options, but ‘Basic Search’ is the best option for most literature searches.
‘Topic’ is the broadest search option available (it searches the title, abstract and keywords of papers)
so leave it on this to make sure you’re not missing anything:

To add more search boxes, click ‘Add row’

There are various ways to search, but we would recommend using a separate search box for each of
the different concepts in your research question. Combine any alternative spellings or terms for the
same concept with OR, and combine each separate search box with AND.
You can put phrases of more than one word in “quotation marks” so that Web of Science searches
for them as phrases rather than separate words. For help with searching, click Search tips

When you’re happy with your search terms, click Search. Web of Science will then search thousands
of research publications for anything matching your search terms.

You can sort your search results by publication date, relevance
or the number of citations.
You can use the Refine Results options to narrow your search
further. For example, you can use the publication years option
to limit your search to recent articles, or use Document Type
to limit your results to Review articles (summaries of research
in a particular area, which can be a good place to start when
reviewing the literature).
You can also see ‘highly cited’ and ‘hot papers’ which have
received a lot of attention – remember though that these
aren’t necessarily the best or most recent papers, they’ve just
had a lot of citations.

Click on the title of a paper to read the abstract (a summary of the
paper’s content).
From here you can also link to any newer papers that have cited
this one. This can be a good way to see if there have been any more
recent developments in the field, or if the findings of this paper
have been reproduced or refuted.
You can also check the references that have been cited in this
paper. This can help you make sure the authors have cited reliable
evidence, and also help you find older papers on this topic.

The Keywords section can
help you think of other
search terms you could use
to search for this topic.

You can also see
information on the journal
and funding agency which
can be helpful when
evaluating the quality and
reliability of a paper

To check whether we have access to an article, click on Find It at the top of the page – this will take
you to StarPlus – if we have it, click the ‘Full text available at:’ link

Optional: saving and exporting your results
Web of Science gives you various options to save and export your search results. These require you
to register for a free account with Web of Science.

Add to Marked List – bookmark a paper so you can return to it later. To do this, select a paper and
click ‘Add to marked list’. Web of Science will then bookmark it temporarily.
If you want to save your marked list so you can access it next time you use Web of Science you’ll
need to click on ‘Marked List’ at the top of the page and click ‘Save’. You’ll be asked to register for an
account if you haven’t already done so.

Export – these options let you send your results to email or to a reference manager like Endnote or
bibTeX.
Reference management software is designed to help you build a library of references and then insert
them as citations into a Word or laTeX document. For more information on reference managers, visit
https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/refmant.
To export your results, select them and click Export

You have several options including print and email – to export to bibTeX, select Other File Formats
(please note that bibTeX is only an export option when searching Web of Science Core Collection
rather than All Databases).

Further Support
You can find out more about databases and literature searching on the Library’s guide for Physics &
Astronomy: https://www.sheffield.ac.uk/library/idlt/subject/physicsastronomy
It’s important to acknowledge the original author of any books, papers, data, images or anything else
that you refer to in your work. The best way to do this is to reference your sources correctly.
The Library guide to referencing using the American Institute of Physics (AiP) style is available at:
https://librarydevelopment.group.shef.ac.uk/shef-only/referencing/physics_AIP/contents.html

